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Clue 1 – Capital Letters 

The section of text below is missing all capital letters. Highlight the letters which should be capitalised. Once 

you reach the end you will have your first clue.  

midas is one of the world’s greatest treasures. its 

location long forgotten, archaeologists have argued that 

the golden city lies anywhere from dominica to andalusia. 

sadly, despite many attempts to find it, the city’s 

position remains a mystery.  

 

 

if you doubt its existence, perhaps the many golden artefacts found over the years will convince you. 

scientists studying these invaluable objects argue they provide evidence of an as-yet undiscovered 

treasure. emma nickson, a world-renowned academic, explained, “clearly, these precious objects date 

back to an ancient, extremely wealthy civilisation. i believe they are remnants of the golden city.” 

richard clifton, famous traveller and survival expert, further argues, “let’s face it, there are loads of 

things we are haven’t found yet. every year scientists discover new creatures on our planet, who’s to 

say there aren’t people and places waiting to be found as well?” 

definitely the strongest evidence for the lost city’s existence comes from accounts written be people 

who have actually been there. bartéz, the legendary 19th century explorer, wrote a journal entry in 

which he mentions visiting the lost city while his ship, yellow rosa, was being repaired. 

  

april, 1807 

i’d been hiking through the jungle for many hours with norrington today when we finally 
stumbled across it, the city of gold. floors, ceilings, windows, walls, everything made 
from the precious metal. oh, we could not believe our eyes! right away we stopped our 
haphazard climb and stared in wonder. enthralled by its beauty, we began to walk 
towards the mesmeric city, sharing with one another our good fortune to find such a 
paradise. suddenly, our musing was interrupted by... 

 

 

 

 

this is all that remains of his entry and is the last surviving record of the city.  

 


